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Abstract
We implemented a Systems Biology approach using Correlation Difference Probability Net-

work (CDPN) analysis to provide insights into the statistically significant functional differ-

ences between HIV-infected patients and uninfected individuals. The analysis correlates

bacterial microbiome (“bacteriome”), fungal microbiome (“mycobiome”), and metabolome

data to model the underlying biological processes comprising the Human Oral Metabiome.

CDPN highlights the taxa-metabolite-taxa differences between the cohorts that frequently

capture quorum-sensing modifications that reflect communication disruptions in the dysbio-

tic HIV cohort. The results also highlight the significant role of cyclic mono and dipeptides as

quorum-sensing (QS) mediators between oral bacteria and fungal genus. The developed

CDPN approach allowed us to model the interactions of taxa and key metabolites, and hy-

pothesize their possible contribution to the etiology of Oral Candidiasis (OC).

Introduction
Oral candidiasis (OC) is a major complication of HIV infection [1,2]. Clinical trials conducted
by the OHARA and others showed that, although the incidence of OC has decreased in devel-
oped countries, it still is the most common oral complication in HIV patients and remains a
significant complication in HIV-infected patients [3]. This study is focused on gaining insight
into the interaction of Candida with other taxa in the oral metabiome, that should present hy-
pothesis into the significant OC metabiome interactions, allowing for development of alterna-
tive preventative therapies.

Oral metabolites are products of the host, the oral bacterial microbiome (bacteriome), and
the oral fungal microbiome (mycobiome). Functional shifts in the bacteriome and mycobiome
may contribute to the difference in a healthy oral environment versus OC. Previously, we char-
acterized the microbiome and mycobiome of a single cohort of healthy subjects [4] [5]. That re-
search was extended to investigate the metabolites present in the oral cavity of the uninfected
individuals (Controls, n = 12) versus the HIV-infected patients (Anti-Retroviral Therapy
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(ART)-experienced n = 8 and naïve n = 4). A comparison was performed on the control and
HIV cohort metabolomic profiles to identify potential metabolites biomarkers for HIV. Our
previous data analysis identified a significant (p<0.05) differential ratio of phenylalanine and
tyrosine in response to HIV infection [6]. In this study there was no observable OC in n = 12
HIV participants.

The ART naïve sub-cohort (n = 4) is too small to perform significant stand-alone correla-
tion analysis. However, the oral CD4 cell counts were comparable to the HIV ART (n = 8) co-
hort (see S1 Table). This indicates a similar systemic environment justifying the combination
of the two HIV groups into one with n = 12. We note that by combining the two cohorts, we
are increasing the statistical significance of those correlation contributed by HIV alone and
also note that the ART cohort has enough samples to power the correlation analysis of those
correlations contributed by ART. In summary, we are looking at the correlation differences be-
tween the Control cohort and all the correlation influenced by both ART and HIV alone.

Metabiome analysis, defined as the interrogation of the ecological relationships of bacteria,
fungi, and host through metabolites and immune modulators, affords researchers the opportu-
nity to analyze complex dynamic biological systems. The Correlation Difference Probability
Network (CDPN), renamed from Differential Correlation Network (DCN) to emphasize it
measures probabilities, is an analytical technique used to interpret the complex dynamics of
the human metabiome, by identifying the significant correlation differences between disease
and non-disease cohorts. By detecting biological pairwise feature differences, one has the op-
portunity to develop new hypotheses (Knowledge Discovery) that can then be
experimentally tested.

We hypothesize that profiling the entire oral metabiome should lead to an improved under-
standing of how each component influences, or is impacted by, changes to the quorum-sensing
relationships in the underlying disease. We anticipate these findings may form a basis for fol-
low-on hypothesis and the development of experimental models to elucidate the influencers
impacting the oral metabiome in HIV and use OC related pathways as the focus of the analysis.

Results

Multivariate Analysis
Oral rinse samples collected from uninfected individuals (n = 12) and HIV-infected patients
(ART-experienced and—naïve, n = 12) were profiled and quantified for metabolites, bacterial
genus, or fungal genus identification [4]. The resulting identified features that were measured
in at least one of the 24 samples include: 198 host and microbial oral metabolites, 58 bacterial
genera, and 39 fungal genera, with 28 additional unidentified metabolites [5].

Correlation Analysis
We calculated Pearson correlations for the oral metabiome (metabolites, bacterial and fungal
microbiome) that included 295 identifiable metabolites, fungi, and bacteria S2 Table. The anal-
ysis for the 295 features for both the Control cohort and the HIV cohort identified all signifi-
cant correlations (rho>+0.6 or rho<-0.6). This subset of all correlations identified 2,681
Control correlations Fig 1A, and 4,240 HIV oral metabiome correlations Fig 1B. One fungus,
Pichia, was only present in Control samples, and completely absent in the HIV samples.

The two network maps show a significantly different network complexity that is presented
as a Cumulative Distribution Function graphing the cumulative distribution of the node fre-
quency distributions of the control and HIV networks and shows a significant difference in
network connectivity (Fig 1C, student t-test p = 0.0023). The network difference map shows
correlations in the Control subset that are absent from the disease subset and vice versa and is
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presented in Fig 1D. The combination of relationships is still daunting to interpret as the differ-
ence mapping containing 2,658 non-redundant relationships. We narrowed the analysis to
focus only on the correlations directly involving a bacteria, or fungus, with another metabolite,
bacteria, or fungus (MBF network).

We present the significant correlations for the MBF Control cohort in Fig 2 and the MBF
HIV disease cohort in Fig 3. Only 21 of the significant correlations with (rho<-0.6 or rho
>0.6) in the MBF Control group overlapped with the MBF HIV significant correlation group.
There were 452 significant Control correlations involving a bacteria or fungus with another

Fig 1. Correlation networks for Control and HIV cohorts. The legend is common for figures A, B and D: The correlation network represents features that
are linked with a correlation coefficient greater than 0.6 (negative or positive) and with a p value <0.05. Parallelograms represent bacterial taxa, ellipses
represent fungi and diamond shapes represent metabolites. Red edges represent a negative correlation between connected nodes and blue edges present
positive correlations. A: Control correlation network with r. >0.6 or r.< -0.6 and p value <0.05. B: correlation network with +.0.6 < rho <-0.6 and p value <0.05.
C: Cumulative Distribution Function D: Is the difference network map of 1A and 1B. It depicts those nodes that have a correlation with 0.6 < rho <-0.6 in either
the control or HIV cohort, but not both.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0123880.g001
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feature of the possible 17,020 (0.8%). The significant oral metabiome correlations totaled 288
of the possible 17,205 (1.2%). S3 Table is the feature1 (node)—feature2 (node) pair listing
with key metadata corresponding to correlation (edge) network relationships in the combined
Figs 2 and 3.

In the Control cohort correlation network (circled in Fig 2) pyroglutamine, a cyclic mono-
peptide, was positively correlated with bothMicrococcaceae rothia and Candida and has been
implicated in quorum-sensing (QS) [7]. Additionally, P. prevotella was negatively correlated in
the Control cohort with betaine, while betaine was positively correlated with Candida. Glycine
betaine has been implicated in biofilm formation within microbial communities [8]. Addition-
ally, the metabolite-taxa high correlations in the Control cohort include Fusobacteriaceae fuso-
bacterium paired with the metabolite cyclo(leu-pro) a known antifungal compound produced
by the bacterial genus Lactobacillus[9]. Other apparent biological significant correlations may
be new areas for discovery, as in the positive correlations in the Control network in Fig 2.

Fig 2. MBF Control cohort significant correlations (rho >0.6 or rho <-0.6). A blue edge connotes a positive correlation, red negative. The correlation
value is listed on the edge. The node shape defines the type; diamond is metabolite, parallelogram is bacteria, and circle for fungi. The location of the node,
and the link length, and orientation, are not important.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0123880.g002
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Pichia’s correlation with xylonate a metabolic partner of xylitol, and xylitol has been demon-
strated as a quorum-sensing antagonist in gram-negative marker strain Chromobacterium
[10].

Fig 3 represents the HIV cohort’s significant correlations, 1,3 diaminopropane that has been
shown to be a quorum-sensing molecule for P. pasteurella [11]. 1,3 diaminopropane was also
highly correlated with Neisseriaceae neisseia and could indicate communication between Pas-
teurella and N. neisseia.

F. fusobacterium, and the fungi Epicoccum and Trichosporon were all negatively correlated
with Pyroglutamic acid. Pyroglutamic acid was a metabolic partner of pyroglutamine a cyclic
monopeptide that is implicated in quorum-sensing, and is possibly indicative of communica-
tion between the two fungi and F. fusobacterium [7]. Staphylococcaceae correlates with acetyl-
homoserine, a known quorum-sensing molecule, and acetylhomoserine also was significantly
associated with Actinomycetaceae actinomyces [12] [13]. Candida, a fungus, and the mold Epi-
coccum (circled in Fig 3) have non-metabolite mediated negative correlation relationship.

Correlation Difference Probability Network (CDPN) Analysis
The Control correlation comprises either a bacteria, fungus, or metabolite (Ac) directly linked
to another bacteria, fungus, or metabolite (Bc). We denote the cohort correlation of A and B as
Ah-Bh. Calculating the significant correlation difference probabilities (p<0.05) for the Control
cohort Ac-Bc versus HIV cohort A h-Bh resulted in 1,981 of the possible 17,020 (5.3%) being
significantly different between the two oral environments. Of these 1,981 significant correlation

Fig 3. MBF HIV cohort significant correlations (rho >0.6 or rho <-0.6). A blue edge depicts a positive correlation; a red edge depicts a negative
correlation. The correlation value is listed on the edge. The node shape defines the type; diamond is metabolite, parallelogram is bacteria, and circle for fungi.
The location of the node, and the link length, and orientation, is not significant.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0123880.g003
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differences, only 134 occurrences are direct taxa-taxa or taxa-metabolite difference relation-
ships that may highlight biologically relevant oral metabiome changes.

The Correlation Difference Probability Network (CDPN) in Fig 4 represents the significant
difference network of Control and HIV correlations between pairs of features. The edge (link)
color indicates the HIV correlation value for pair A-B was significantly different p<0.05, versus
the correlation from the same Control A-B relationship. Typically, the significant difference
probability pairing involves one cohort with a usually relatively large positive, or a rare large
negative correlation, and the other cohort having only a weak positive, negative, or no correla-
tion. S4 Table is the CDPN feature pair listing corresponding to Fig 4 and supporting raw data
is in S2 Table.

One cluster of interest in Fig 4 is the subset of relationships involving Candida. Phenylace-
tate, a metabolite, is the only metabolite or species that had a significantly increased correlation
with Candida. Decreased correlation differences with Candida were observed for histamine,
sorbitol, and glucose 6 phosphate. Decreased significant correlation differences were observed
for Candida andM. rothia. They are correlated higher (rho = 0.68,) in the Control group versus
no correlation in the HIV group (p<0.01) implicating a possible inhibitory role ofM. rothia al-
lowing Candida to proliferate in its absence.

Beyond Candida, the CDPN enhances the recognition of intra and inter-species metabolites
that are quorum-sensing or communication pathways across species. An example, F. fusobac-
terium paired with the metabolite cyclo(leu-pro) a known antifungal compound produced by
the bacterial genus Lactobacillus [9]. Additionally, Staphylococcaceae gemella correlates with
acetylhomoserine, a known quorum-sensing molecule, and acetylhomoserine also was signifi-
cantly associated with A. actinomyces [12] [13]. We also see species-species significant differ-
ence correlation interactions, N. neisseria was more correlated with Pasteurellaceae pasteurella

Fig 4. The Correlation Difference Probability Network (CDPN).Represents the significant Correlation Difference Probability Network for all Control vs.
HIV cohort feature pair correlations (p<0.05). Fig 4 is the entire network. The position of node and edge length or not significant. Green edges indicate the
Control Correlation was positive and the HIV cohort correlation was negative or very weakly positive. The red edges indicate the HIV cohort correlation was
positive and the Control cohort correlation was negative or very weakly positive.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0123880.g004
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in the HIV cohort correlation (0.66), as was Streptococcaceae streptococcus andM. rothia with a
correlation of 0.79. It was possible that this represent either multiple sub-significant intermedi-
ate correlations between the two taxa forcing the correlation, some undetermined metabolite
or external factor not captured, or cell surface interactions between the species.

Discussion
This study provided insight into variations between Control and the HIV oral environments
that may explain the frequent expression of oral candidiasis (OC) caused by the unchecked
growth of Candida, in a subset of subjects. We previously experimentally determined the me-
tabolite, fungal, and bacterial components of the oral microbiome and shown that Pichia inhib-
its Candida biofilms, by modulating Candida growth [5]. Bacterial and fungal abundance
ranges across the two cohort’s oral environments generally were shown to be of the same mag-
nitude (S2 Table). We detected only six bacteria and fungi, out of 97 fungi and bacteria genus
studied, where their abundance was significantly different (p<0.05) between the HIV and
Control metabiomes.

The Correlation Difference Probability Network (CDPN) model of 198 metabolites, 58
genus of bacteria, and 39 genus of fungi shows promise as a platform for hypothesis generation.
This study focused on only metabolite-taxa and taxa-taxa correlations. Notably, correlations
do not define causation for the paired items but do imply a potential functional relationship.
More frequently in the CDPN an inter-taxa metabolite intermediate indicates a quorum-
sensing molecule as in Staphyloccacaea gemella and acetylhomoserine. Alternatively, the taxa
sensing QS metabolite is altering its transcription pattern. Generally for positive correlations,
this pattern would show a paired taxa(A)-metabolite-taxa(B) relationship where one taxa is ini-
tiating communication with the other. However, if the correlation pairing involves a negative
correlation in one link in taxa(A)-metabolite-taxa(B) this may indicate either competition be-
tween the taxa or a virulence factor of one taxa impacting the other.

Direct taxa-taxa relationships (edges) may also be artifacts of an intermediary metabolite,
related to both taxa, forming a triangular subnet, or may be indicative of surface proteins of
one taxa enhancing or diminishing survivability of the other. The lack of Pichia in the HIV co-
hort likely contributes to the dysfunction allowing for OC [5]. We must be cognizant of the
-0.6< rho<+0.6 cutoff for correlations that reduces the visible single cohort correlation net-
work’s size but should capture all direct significant correlation relationships in these small co-
horts. However the correlation pair standard is not applied when determining correlation
differences. All correlations are used from both cohorts since even a low correlation in one cor-
relation can be part of a significant correlation difference when compared to a high correlation,
positive or negative in the other cohort, and this scenario is generally the case.

With a CDPN taxa-metabolite pairing that is self-contained (no other taxa is associated
with the metabolite), especially if the metabolite is a peptide or xenobiotic, may demonstrate
an auto-inducing category of quorum-sensing. In Fig 3 we see the HIV cohort correlation of
S. gemella and A. actinomyceswith O-acetylhomoserine as an intermediary. O-acetylhomoserine
is a member of Quorum-sensing (QS) molecules. It belongs to the class of N-acylated L-
homoserine lactones (AHLs) and their cognate receptors (LuxR-type proteins) in Gram-
negative bacteria in involved in mediating host-bacteria interactions [13].

There are high correlations in the Control cohort between Candida with sorbitol, histamine,
andM. rothia.M. rothia or Veillonellaceae veillonellamay be a source of sorbitol. We propose
that when the sorbitol constraint is removed in the HIV cohort, Candida is allowed to prolifer-
ate with the reduced effectiveness of histamine co-immunologic polypeptides and metabolites,
allowing the rapid Candida growth known as oral candidiasis. Sorbitol has been shown to
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cause osmotic stress on Candida that assists histidine associated polypeptide histidine 5 (Hst5)
to extend beyond binding to the Candida cell wall allowing intracellular translocation to cause
a cascade killing of the fungus [14]. The fungi Penicillium has a significant positive correlation
with the metabolite histamine. That relationship suggests a cause and effect since it has been
shown that Penicillium (a mold) triggers the release of histamine by the mucous membrane
[15].

Enhanced Candida growth is supported by the significant correlation difference presence in
the HIV cohort of PAA, a Candida biofilm metabolite of the phenylethyl alcohol catabolism
pathway [16]. The quorum-sensing molecule phenylethyl alcohol may induce Candida to expe-
rience global up-regulation of central carbon metabolism and cell growth as a Candida biofilm
auto-inducer. It has been shown that Brasilense supernatant has identified phenylacetic acid
(PAA), an auxin-like molecule with antimicrobial activity [17]. It is possible in the HIV oral
environment, Candida also presents PAA in certain circumstances that allows PAA’s antibac-
terial powers to reduce the abundance of bacterial species that normally keep Candida in check
in the HIV Oral Microbiome, thus, reinforcing oral candidiasis to proliferate in the immuno-
compromised individuals. From these relationships, we can generate hypothesis from this sub-
set of the underlying network mechanism(s) that are altered to allow Candida to increase in
abundance in the HIV cohort. IfM. rothia is increased in the oral microbiome a corresponding
decrease shall occur in Candidiasis. The reduction in histamine may be another factor that al-
lows Candida to proliferate and via PAA reduce the inhibiting effect of oral bacteria on
Candida growth.

One observation was that there are a number of interesting dipeptides and orphan xenobiot-
ics that connect both bacterial and fungal genus in the CDPN. Pasteurellaceae pasteurella was
linked to V. veillonella by glycylproline where there was a significant correlation difference be-
tween P. pasteurella and glycylproline in the HIV subjects while there was a decrease in the cor-
relation difference between the glycylproline and V. veillonella. Even though there isn’t
evidence in the literature that glycylproline acts as a quorum-sensing molecule it has the same
core structure as many quorum-sensing molecules. This suggests that P. pasteurella was stimu-
lated to produce glycylproline in the HIV subjects that inhibits the growth of V. veillonella,
forming the basis of another hypothesis. There was a similar relationship between P. pasteur-
ella- leucylleucine- V. veillonella and P. pasteurella- leucylleucine-A. actinomyces, again imply-
ing some form of communication.

More confounding is the direct significant correlation difference directly between P. pas-
teurella and N. neisseria, with a positive increase in this correlation difference in the HIV sub-
jects. This latter relationship suggests that both genera are stimulated concurrently in the HIV
subjects by an unknown factor.

Interestingly, there was a reverse relationship between Penicillium-trizma-P. pasteurella
suggesting that Penicillium produces trizma in the HIV subjects that inhibits P. pasteurella.
The observation that the orphan compound Trizma (TRIS), which is routinely used as a buffer
in molecular biology, was present in the oral cavity is perplexing. It should be noted that TRIS
was not used in processing of samples for the metabolome analysis, is not routinely used in
toothpaste, and is present in the GC-MS spectra suggesting that it is a native compound in the
oral cavity.

The finding of a significantly difference correlation between Streptococcaceae streptococcus
andM. rothia (p<0.05) with the oral metabiome network model displaying a higher correla-
tion in versus the Control is supported by the finding that these two bacteria combine also to
form an oral biofilm [18].

Less frequently observed is a mid-level positive correlation in one cohort and another mid-
level negative correlation in the other direction. This is the case with the S. streptococcus
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bacteria pairing directly with P. pasteurella significantly in the Control cohort (Fig 4). P. pas-
teurella and S. streptococcus have an intermediate positive Control correlation versus an inter-
mediate negative correlation in HIV. In this case, neither the Control nor the HIV cohort has a
particularly strong correlation, however, the correlation difference constitutes a very significant
probability of p<0.01. This situation was one where both the disease and Control correlation
values do not stand out significantly, but their difference correlations does. This DCN relation-
ship may be indicative of the two bacteria being influenced by one or more other metabolites,
host immune factors, bacteria, or fungi that individually are not significant, but appear so in
combination. No dramatic shifts from high positive correlation to a very negative correlation
in the other cohort were observed.

Additionally, we see numerous amino acids, lactones, intermediate metabolites, and xenobi-
otics embedded in the Correlation Difference Probability Network. Clearly, the numerous
mono, di and tri amino acids derivatives, are very good candidates as quorum-sensing modula-
tors. Other compounds like trizma acetate are orphans compounds with no obvious metabolic
or environmental origin (this compound was detected in GC-MS so it was not introduced dur-
ing sample preparation). Others, such as pipecolate, quinate, and urocanate could be as yet
uncharacterized components of the oral metabiome quorum-sensing network.

We need to recognize this CDPN is only a partial representation of the entire oral environ-
ment. Other oral components, e.g. immune cells, play roles and are influencers supplying
sources and sinks of metabolites, peptides, and other network determinants.

The DCPN of the oral metabiome, highlights cell signaling events that detect quorum-
sensing and auto-inducer metabolites. These correlative changes do not a priori identify causal-
ity; however, they do elucidate underlying physiological process modifications in the disease
state. The transformation between cohorts, from no correlation between a metabolite and taxa,
to a significant correlation suggests quorum-sensing disruption, especially when the metabolite
is also correlated to another taxa. Xenobiotic and/or cyclic peptides (lactones) are the most like
QS molecules. If the taxa-metabolite is stand-alone that could be indicative of auto-induction.
Therefore, a significant shift in correlations between disease and control samples, indicates an
underlying metabolic change in the ecosystem.

Note that missing relationships, for example an intermediate metabolite linking two taxa, are
possible with correlation differences analysis if the significant probability cutoff (p< 0.05) wasn’t
achieved. Another issue is if one of the cohorts of the A-B pair lacks enough valid samples for
probability determination (insufficient unique cohort sample values), the CDPN algorithm will
be prevented from defining a correlation difference determination with one cohort correlation
value undefined. This was the situation with Pichia having all immeasurable values in the HIV
cohort; therefore no correlation could be established. Outlier values may have outsized influence
over Pearson correlation results as well as too many immeasurable (below detection) data values.

In summary, we demonstrated that profiling the entire oral metabiome should lead to an
improved understanding of how each component influences, or is impacted by, the underlying
disease. We demonstrate the role of changing quorum-sensing molecule correlations with taxa
represent underlying network modification in the disease state. These findings form a basis for
follow-on hypothesis, and with increased cohort sizes in follow-up experiments, allow for the
development of experimental models to elucidate the effects of treatments on the complex in-
terconnected oral environment.

Materials and Methods
This research was extended to investigate the metabolites present in the oral cavity of the unin-
fected individuals (Controls, n = 12) versus the HIV-infected patients (Anti-Retroviral Therapy
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(ART)-experienced and naïve, n = 12). The ART naïve sub-cohort (n = 4) is too small to per-
form significant stand-alone correlation analysis. However, the oral CD4 cell counts were com-
parable to the HIV ART (n = 8) cohort (see S1 Table). The raw data used for correlation and
CDPN Sample analysis, abundances, correlations, and CDPN are in S2 Table.

This indicates a similar systemic environment justifying the combination of the two HIV
groups into one with n = 12. There was an error in the data control sheet for sample 8; there-
fore, the bacterial analysis was not included for that sample.

We note that by combining the two cohorts, we are increasing the statistical significance of
those correlation contributed by HIV alone and also note that the ART cohort has enough
samples to power the correlation analysis of those correlations contributed by ART. The pipe-
line included the generation of intra-class Pearson correlation statistics for the Control and
HIV cohorts and their corresponding -0.6> rho or rho>+0.6 magnitude correlation values,
Figs 3 and 4. Abundances are used for bacteria and fungi, and quantities for metabolites. For
simplicity only abundance will be mentioned, but both abundance and quantity are implied.
Sample abundances A {a1, a2, an} are paired with every other abundance B {b1, b2, bn}, where
n = 12, creating metabiome pair abundance correlation values rho(A-B).

The differential correlation is the probability of there being a statistically significant differ-
ence (p<0.05) between both the Control cohort and HIV cohort pair A-B correlation values.
The z-value statistical significance between the two sets of correlations is based on the individu-
al cohort’s abundance pair correlations where C1 = rhoControl(A-B) and C2 = rhoHIV(A-B), and
the actual total number of cohort sample values, N1 and N2, that were used to determine each
metabiome pair’s correlation. Using Eq 1 the statistical significance z-value is determined [19].

z ¼ 1

2

logðð1þ C1Þ=ð1� C1Þ � logðð1þ C2Þ=ð1� C2Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=ðN1 � 3Þ þ 1=ðN2 � 3Þp

" #
Eq:1

The significant differential correlation results create a Correlation Difference Probability
Network map, Fig 4, requires a bacterium or fungi as at least one of the nodes in every edge
pair, i.e. no metabolite-to-metabolite edges in the figure. Performing the CDPN analysis on the
Control cohort abundances versus the HIV cohort abundances, we found the correlations were
significantly higher in the Controls versus the HIV cohorts. The Figs 2, 3, and 4 are presented
in Cytoscape [20].

Supporting Information
S1 Table. Summary of Participants Demographics.
(DOCX)

S2 Table. Oral HIV Study raw Metabolite quantities plus Bacterial and Fungal abundances.
(XLSX)

S3 Table. Metabolite Bacteria Fungi Control and HIV cohort significant correlations (rho
>0.6 or rho<-0.6).
(XLSX)

S4 Table. Metabolite Bacteria Fungi Control CDPN Feature Pairs with a probability
(p<0.05) difference between Control and HIV cohort correlations.
(XLSX)
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